We study a two-band Hubbard model using the Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) and equation of motion decoupling scheme with scattering correction (Hubbard-III-I approximation). We show that the above two approximations are completely equivalent to each other for the Periodic Anderson Model (PAM) as well as for the Self-doped Mott System (SMS).
Introduction
The physics of strongly correlated electrons in solids still contains many open questions.
The simplest model to describe an electron system with strong correlations is the single- Furthermore, we show the equivalence of these two approaches for the SMS as well.
The outline of the paper is the following: The CPA for the two-band Hubbard model is described in section 2. In section 3 we consider Hubbard-III-I approximation. Section 4 contains a short discussion and summary.
CPA for the two-band Hubbard model
The CPA approach starts from an intuitive physical picture. An electron with spin σ can hop onto the f-orbital situated at site i, if the orbital is either empty or occupied by an electron with spin -a. The electron with spin σ can therefore be considered as moving in a static random potential with eigenvalues and probabilities given by " _ f -A with probability 1-
where < rii-a > is the configurationally averaged f-electron occupation number with spin -σ at site i. In the following we assume this value is site-independent: n_ a =< rii_ a >. Due to this replacement the total Hamiltonian (1) can be written as a sum over both spin directions:
where {tu + A) is the Fourier transform of tij.
The unaveraged resolvent propagator for the electrons of Hamiltonian (1) G σ (z) = (z -H a )~l may be expressed in terms of the averaged propagator G a (z) as follows
where T is a scattering operator:
Here T n = V n (1 + G a T n ) is the scattering matrix associated with site n, and V n is the effective scattering potential. The averaged operator G a (z) is defined as
where within CPA one neglects any clustering effect and -ff e // has the simple form 
where e^ is the Fourier transform of ty. The self-energy Σσ(z) is determined by demanding that the scattering matrix vanishes on average: T n = 0. This yields an expression for Σ σ (z) of the form 3 :
where E = -A-\-Uri-a ; N is the total number of atoms in the crystal. By solving equations (8) - (11) we get CPA result for the f-electron self-energy Σ σ (z) and the Green functions
G^r(z,k), G^(z,k).
Then, from these values, as is well known, the Fermi energy, free energy, the electronic specific heat, etc. may be calculated. As regards to applications of CPA to the PAM and the SMS one can look at Refs. 5 and 3.
Equation of motion decoupling scheme
In this section we obtain the equation of motion for the one-particle Green functionŝ ckσ; c^k a ^ and ^C fkσ; fkσ ^ °f Hamiltonian (1) by using the approximation which has been suggested in Hubbard's third paper 6 for his model.
Any Green function <C A; B ^> has to satisfy the equation of motion u<.A;B^ = <{A,B}> + <€.A;[H,B]^ . (12)
Here the curly brackets denote the anticommutator if A and B consist of an odd number of particle creation or annihilation operators, and the square brackets denote the commutator. When the Hamiltonian H is a two-particle operator, the commutator with H leads to higher-order Green functions on the right-hand side of equation (12) Using the Hamiltonian (1) one finds that the Green functions <€i ci σ ;cj σ ^> and <€i fiσ; fja ^ satisfy the following set of equations of motion (α = ±) To proceed further we write equations of motion for the Green functions <€i {n"_ a σ
and making use of the following approximations:
By following a similar procedure as Hubbard did in Ref. 6 , the solution for the c-and f-electron Green functions may be obtained. One gets:
For the SMS
Thus, a close self-consistent system of equations for the c-and f-electrons Green functions in the PAM and the SMS is derived by decoupling schemes with scattering correction.
Discussions
It is easy to see that in the absence of hybridization (V = 0) our equations (21) and the SMS as well for any V. This is the main result of this paper.
